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The ultimate goal is to create dual and triple targeting CTEs for MM to be used
alongside anti-BCMA CAR T cells.
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Table 1. Summary of the lead CTE.19.33.12A cytotoxicity against dual and
single antigen positive cell lines in the presence of CAR-19 T cells
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Figure 3. CTE-19.33.12A, a multi-antigen-targeting CTE for AML
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The lead multi-antigen targeting CTE protein maintains potent cytotoxicity in
the presence of single and dual antigen-expressing cell lines:
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This CTE has been constructed for two delivery methods: 1) as a biologic and
2) as a lentiviral expression construct, ie. CAR-19-P2A-CTE-19.33.12A
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This novel CTE binds to CAR-19 T cells via the encoded CD19 ECD and to both
CLEC12a and CD33 on AML cells. CLEC12a binding is mediated by two antibody
binding domains to distinct epitopes, and CD33 binding is mediated by a high
affinity antibody domain. The CAR-19 domain can still directly bind CD19 in the
presence of the CTE.
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FIGURE 2. CAR T Engager delivery
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Next, we created several novel CTEs in order to target additional MM antigens.
CTE-BCMA.CD38 contains the BCMA ECD linked to an anti-CD38 antibody
domain. CTE-BCMA.GPRC5D incorporates an anti-GPCR5D domain.
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Of note, CD19 itself is expressed in several types of AML, including the mixedphenotype leukemias (MPL) and in several translocation subtypes eg. t(8,21):
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Our vision is to leverage CAR-19 T cells for CTE-mediated therapy of AML due to
their excellent cytotoxic activity and capacity for restimulation. The Aleta CAR-19
has both CD28 and 4-1BB costimulatory domains to enhance both antigen
sensitivity and CAR persistence.
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FIGURE 1. CAR T Engagers redirect CAR T cells to expand their
functionality, thereby improving cell therapies.
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The CAR T Engager (CTE) platform was developed to enable multi-antigen
targeting via a single CAR domain. Here we describe novel CTEs created to
treat Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML) and MM.

AML resists to CAR T therapies, with only
modest efficacy seen in most trials. Antigen
selection is challenging with heterogeneous
antigen expression on the AML blast cell
population, and on the leukemic stem cells
that drive relapses in these patients.
Two antigens that together define the majority
of AML samples are CD33 and CLEC12A
(aka CLL1):

For MM - we created a CAR-BCMA incorporating both 4-1BB and CD28
costimulatory domains
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Chimeric Antigen Receptor T cells targeting malignancies expressing CD19
(CAR-19) have been widely successful, with products approved to treat B cell
lymphomas and leukemias. Similarly, CARs targeting BCMA (CAR-BCMA)
have rapidly advanced for the treatment of Multiple Myeloma (MM).
However, in these indications, relapses from CAR treatment are a critical issue.
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This CTE, termed CTE-19.33.12A, binds to both antigens, and and kills AML
cells expressing either or both antigens when CAR-19 T cells are present.
Figure 4. Characterization of CTE-19.22.12A
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In conclusion these results demonstrate the promise of the CAR T Engager
technology across multiple indications and with the potential use of diverse
delivery modalities.
Our lead program, ALETA-001, a CTE-19.20 biologic for the treatment of B
cell leukemia and lymphoma patients, will initiate clinical trials this year under
the sponsorship of Cancer Research UK, the world’s largest oncology charity.
The programs detailed here are the next programs Aleta will advance for blood
cancers.
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